Owner’s Manual
Reiyoku® Cold Plunge
by Breathe Degrees® limited, LLC

6965 El Camino Real, Suite 107, Carlsbad, CA, 92009, BreatheDegrees.com
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Welcome!
Thank you for purchasing a Breathe Degrees® Cold Plunge. We aim to bring you an
incredible product at a reasonable price point. Not only is our beautiful product
atheistically pleasing, it incorporates easy to use functionality. The Breathe Degrees®
Cold Plunge is one that you will be able to use for years to come as we have sourced
great quality products and engineered the tub to the most user friendly design.
Your tub has been built from Kiln fired Redwood(all exterior elements) and pressure
treated lumber for some of the internal structure. The Redwood is finished in the
Japanese style of “shou-sugi-ban”, a traditional method of protecting and preserving the
wood which looks amazing and allows for varying finishes with no two tubs being the
same. This is what allows for the deep textured groves and amazing color pallet. Each
piece of wood is burnt, scrapped clean burnt again and wire brushed to expose the
lighter wood underneath. It is then double stained and sealed with an outer coat to give
it maximum protection. This is a labor intensive process and is what creates such value
in our tubs. We consider your plunge to be much more than a functional cold tub, rather
a piece of beautiful furniture and we ask you to treat it as such to get the most out of it
for years to come. This means where possible to protect it from the elements, wipe off
excess moisture after use & avoid placing it directly in areas that will pool water or isn’t
well drained.
We know you are excited to get your tub turned on and running, BUT please review the
information in the rest of this manual as we cover how and where to position the tub and
a few helpful tips for getting set up for the first time.

Thank You,
Breathe Degrees Team

Operating Guide
a. When Your Tub Arrives
Unless set up by Breathe Degrees directly, we request all proud owners to take pictures
of your tub on arrival, before you unpack, after opening your crate and after unpacking
your crate. We want to ensure that your tub has not sustained any damage in shipping.
Please email pictures to: admin@breathedegrees.com or text images with any
damage to 4085807135.

Moving Your Tub
● Two people can move your tub but it’s easier with a dolly, roller or skids. Two strong
people holding the 4 x 4 leg supports on each side can move the tub up and down
stairs if needed.
● A roller or two is best placed under the center of the tub in two places.
● Moving the tub upright allows it to fit through most standard openings, gates, and
doors.
● Protect the tub with moving blankets or pads when moving. The chiller must be flat
for 24 hours when starting.

Placement of Your Tub
● Prepare a flat, smooth, strong, level surface for placement of your tub. This could be
a deck, concrete slab, or reinforced deck that is capable of holding the weight of the
tub plus 8.3 pounds per gallon + body weight + tub.
● Have an electrician install your wiring according to local codes. A dedicated 110V/15A
GFCI outlet is mandatory.
● Unpack your new tub and place it in the desired location with the mechanical door
accessible. (approximately 16 “ of clearance) See “Moving Your Tub” below for tips on
handling and moving your tub. Ventilation on both length sides of Reiyoku Cold Plunge (at
least 6” from a wall or obstruction is reccomended).
● Fill the tub with a garden hose (bypass the water softener).

Water level can fluctuate based on how high you like to fill your tub, how many people use
the tub, and the height and weight of each person using the tub. The water must be above
the out jet but never overflowing.
● Ambient temps can affect the ability of the tub to chill to the desired temps. Keeping it
protected from direct sunlight, wind, and rain will improve its performance and durability

Inside Installations (precautions)
● A ventilation fan must be installed to remove excess humidity from the room. This
keeps air flowing and dissipates any odor from chlorine and the ozone generator.
● Make sure your floor can support the weight of the tub, water in the tub and
users of the tub. Also be sure that the floor is of a water resistant material and that
you have a floor drain in case of a sudden leak.
● The Reiyoku Cold Plunge should be at least 6 inches from any wall or obstruction
for proper air flow and circulation.

Outside Installations (precautions)
● Prepare a flat, smooth, strong, level surface for placement of your tub. This could be
a deck, or concrete slab, gravel bed etc, that is capable of holding 8.3 pounds per
gallon + bodyweight + tub.
● Water left in the plumbing could lead to frozen and broken pipes. Broken plumbing
(or broken chiller) due to frozen pipes is not covered by the tub warranty. You may
want to add the tub to your homeowner’s policy as freezing would likely be covered
there (in the case of a power outage).
● Providing shade from bright sun and heat will allow the tub to work more
efficiently. ● Providing shelter from direct wind and rain can lengthen the life of
the chiller.

General Warnings
● Electrical outlet must be a dedicated 110 volt/15 amp GFCI protected outlet.
● In case of a power outage, unplug your tub before turning the breaker back on.
● Do not use water that is softened by an in-home water softener. Use non-softened
water.
● Place the tub on a flat, level surface (damaged caused by not being on a flat, level
surface is NOT COVERED BY WARRANTY.
● Surface must be strong enough to hold the weight of the tub, the water (8.3
pounds/gallon) and the weight of the users.
● Tub should be in a location where water will drain away from the tub. The tub should
not be left in a location where water collects and stands around the tub.

● Do not leave your tub open, uncovered and in direct sunlight for long periods of time.
Sunlight shining directly on the tub liner can cause bubbling, blistering and cracking.
This type of damage is NOT COVERED BY THE WARRANTY.
● This product is not warrantied for commercial use.

First Start & Operating Instructions
● Place tub, following electrical requirements, and close enough to reach the water source
with a garden hose. Make sure you’re able to access the mechanical compartment
comfortably for filter changes and maintenance.
● With the tub unplugged, remove filter housing by hand or the filter wrench if it is too tight
to budge (only hand-tighten when done).
Place a clean filter in the canister and fill the filter housing with water covering the filter inside
of it.
● Screw the filter housing back in place. Do not use a wrench - hand tighten only. Fill the
tub with water to just over the jet but completely over the suction fitting. Turn flow
valves to open positions. Apply the hose to the jet hole and “backfill” the system until no air
bubbles are coming out of the suction.
● With the tub unplugged, depress the red bleeder valve on top of the filter housing
to let air out of the housing. Plug your tub into the dedicated GFCI protected outlet.
Look for a strong 18-24” stream of water coming out of the jet. If there is no flow from
the jet, unplug the tub right away and bleed it again. If you have good flow, fill the tub
up to your desired depth at least 2” above the out jet.
● Once the water is flowing from the jet, look at your clear plastic tubing. There will likely be
small “sprite” bubbles running through it. This is air working its way out of the system.
● If there are air pockets you need to bleed it again, then turn the power back on. Notice if
the stream of water from the jet is strong there are bubbles mixed in. Repeat until the air
pocket has diminished. Check for air pockets 2-3 times for the 48 hours after start-up and
filter changes.
● The tub will cool only when the circulation pump is running free from blockage (air
blockage, air bubble or dirty filter can block or reduce the flow impeding cooling
process).
● The ozonator is working when the green light is on and bubbles are coming from
the jet. The pump and ozone generator run 24 hours a day. You can turn the tub off
during use if you prefer still water with no ozone gas being introduced while you
bathe.
● The Ozonator is sanitizing your water - see Water Chemistry Guidelines for
additional instruction.
● If the tub does not flow, bleed the system again as described above. Repeat if
necessary. Change the filter if in doubt. That is the number one reason for low flow
and lack of cooling.

● DO NOT LEAVE THE TUB RUNNING UNLESS WATER IS COMING OUT OF
THE OUT JET. If the pump runs with no water coming out of the jet, the pump will
burn out. This will NOT BE COVERED BY THE WARRANTY. All failed pumps are
subject to inspection to determine warranty coverage. Commercially used tubs are
not under warranty.
● DO NOT run the Reiyoku Cold Plunge in freezing temperatures that last longer than
1-3 days as this will allow the water to go below 40 degrees damaging the chiller.
● The water chiller has an air filter that needs to be cleaned once a month. See chiller
instruction booklet that was included in your Start Up kit.

Setting the Temperature on the Reiyoku Cold Plunge Tub
● Press and hold set button until it blinks
● While it blinks, use the UP or DOWN keys to arrive at the desired temperature setting. This
will set the temperature.
● Temp may take up to 20 hours to reach the desired temperature from 70 degrees.
● Chilling happens at about 1 degree per hour.
● Amount of time depends on water temp when filled and outdoor air temperatures.
● Check periodically to ensure temperature is moving toward set temperature.
● Do not add ice to the water reducing the temperature to freezing as this can cause the
chiller or pump to freeze internally. This will not be covered by warranty.
● When the volume of water to be refrigerated is reduced and/or the water and ambient
room temperatures are lower, cooling rate and efficiency will be increased.
● Refrigeration efficiency is determined according to the installation location, lighting,
heat source(s), pump, filter and other connecting parts.
● If there is not enough air exchange in the room where the chiller is installed,
refrigeration efficiency may be reduced.

Filter Change &
Bleeding Air from
System
Easy Steps: Follow All Steps
1. Remove the door panel and set aside.
2. Turn the red chiller power button off.
3. Un-plug tub from power source (always unplug
from power when doing any filter changes, bleeding of

air, or maintenance.)
4. Close flow limit Handles (perpendicular position) keeping water inside tub body as in image.
5. Open blue filter canister by twisting the housing to unscrew it, and remove the filter and water.
6. Insert new filter and fill canister with fresh water to just below the lid.
7. Screw canister back into place, tightening well by hand.
8. NB Turn the flow limit Handles (parallel position) allowing water back into lines.
9. Push red bleeder button on filter canister (if your tub has
one), releasing air and water.
10. Plug tub in and turn on - you should see a steady stream
of water & bubbles coming out of the jet.
11. If you do not have flow or only see a weak stream of
water, unplug the tub right away.
12. Repeat the steps from the beginning until you have a
steady stream of water.
13. Once you have a strong steady stream of water coming out
of the jet, you can turn the red power button to the “on” position
to begin chilling water to the desired temperature.

Warnings and Tips:
Do not run tub with no water flow - this will destroy the pump.
Do not add ice to your water - this could destroy the pump.
Do not unplug tub from power without first shutting off the chiller.
Do turn off chiller and unplug tub from power if you have a power outage or storm Do change
filter as needed.
Do maintain proper water chemistry at all times.
Do add chlorine as needed after last use of the day.
Note: Air must be bled from the system every time you:
1. change the filter
2. replace the pump
3. drain the tub
4. any other action which introduces air into the system
If you do not follow these instructions, you will likely damage your pump and your system will not function properly.

Draining Your Tub
● Prepare your tub in the same way you would for changing the filter. Ensure all power is
switched off. And close valves if you wish to keep some water in the system.

● A shop vacuum, sump pump or syphon system are required to drain the water from the tub.
Ensure the valve is closed tight before filling the tub again.

Water Chemistry
The understanding and balancing of water chemistry can take time. Water chemistry can
be different depending on the municipal water supply, amount of use, frequency of use
and the amount of lotions, soaps and deodorants allowed to enter the tub. Use a carbon
pre-filter when filling the tub with water, if you have exceptionally hard water. The amount
of Commercial Water Chemistry Care will be determined by the amount of use and
number of users. Follow local health codes. Amount of filter changes will also be
determined by the amount of use and number of users and water chemistry care. In
commercial settings, this could be more than once per week. Be patient.

Alkalinity & pH
● Test water for Alkalinity level - aiming for 120-150.
● Use SPA UP or DOWN in small doses (1 Tbsp) checking over time, every 6 hours
or so until you reach proper level.
● Lock in alkalinity level for 24 hours. Then move on to balancing pH.
● Appropriate pH levels will follow the balancing of alkalinity.
Chlorine
● Use very small amounts of chlorine, as needed, post-use. 1-2 teaspoons 2-3 times
per week. Always replace chlorine after the final use of the day. The quantity depends
on your water’s demand. It should be clear, clean smelling and be in the Ideal range
or below for bathing. Chlorine levels might be higher after adding chlorine, but if you
put too much chlorine in, it will not dissipate fast enough for safe bathing. You need to
experiment to determine the right quantity of chlorine to add.
Ozonator
● Checking for a steady stream of bubbles - you should see a steady, strong
stream of bubbles all the time. If you do not, it is time to replace your filter.

Breathe Degrees Contact Information
With your tub, please follow our Water Chemistry guidelines or visit Breathe
Degrees.com for access to the easy steps for soaking in well-balanced, clean, cold
water.
Phone: 4085807135
Email: admin@breathedegrees.com OR tubs@breathedegrees.com

Covering Your Tub
● Place the cover on your tub to start cooling.
● We encourage you to take the necessary steps to ensure your tub is securely
covered with appropriate locks or covers. These locks are for child safety, keeping
your cover in place, reducing your liability, and discouraging unwanted guests
from using your tub.

Maintenance
Filter - The level of flow coming out of your jet and a reduction of ozone bubbles can be
an indicator that it’s time to change your filter. Unplug your tub, turn flow valves to the
closed position, open the filter canister, pull out your filter. Remove debris and build-up
from the filter canister by rinsing it out.. Put a new filter in, make sure the black o-ring is in
the groove, fill canister with water and screw it in place tightly, by hand. Open the flow
valves, bleed the system by opening your bleeder valve with the key or a screwdriver. Turn
the system on and make sure the tubing fills with water. If you see lots of “sprite” bubbles,
squeeze the tubing, gently tap and move the blue canister. Turn it off and see if all air
pockets are gone. If not, repeat until the water stays in the lines and there are no large air
pockets. Make sure a strong, steady flow of water comes from the jet. You should be
changing the filter at least once a month if not bimonthly, but more often depending on
your amount of use and water chemistry. Do not rinse filter but replace filter.
Commercial-use filters may be changed as much as twice a week or more.
Suction Cover - Check periodically for build up or film and wipe with a clean rag
Water Line - Wipe with a clean non-abrasive rag if and when a film were to appear
Water Clarity - If your tub water is crystal clear, smells good, and is being maintained
properly, you may not need to change your water more than every 6-12 months. When
you empty your tub, that is a great time to clean the interior with a natural cleaner, CLR, or
chlorine bleach bathtub cleaner. A non-abrasive cleaner like baking soda and vinegar are
best for the inside of the tub. Thoroughly rinse all cleanser, wipe clean and dry with a
microfiber towel. Your tub can be emptied using the siphon method or a small sump pump.
Cabinet and Cover - Clean with mild soap and water only. Household cleaners can
discolor and damage the cabinet material.
Filter Cycle - The tub is fully automatic and cannot be adjusted. The tub will filter and
ozonate the water 24 hours a day.

WARNING: Please note that failure to maintain balanced water chemistry is not
good for your health, the health of your tub and all its working parts. Corrosion of
the chiller, pump and other parts can happen due to low pH. Low ph can be fixed, but
when alkalinity and ph start to drift apart you absolutely have to change the water. This
occurs when Spa Up and Spa Down are used incorrectly or not used at all. The pH will
naturally lower over time with tub use and has to be monitored and adjusted 2-3 times per
week. Never leave any amount of water in your chiller, filter, or pump. Stagnant water
can cause corrosion and failure of the heater. If you ignore the alkalinity and pH,
corrosion can occur rapidly and damage the working components beyond repair.
Damage done to your chiller, pump, or filtration system are not covered by the
warranty. Balanced water is healthy, living water that is good for you. Unbalanced
water is not.

Winterizing Tub
● Any tub left outside when drained, must be winterized to prevent water left behind
in the pipes from freezing.
● To winterize, remove water from the entire power pack. A wet vac works well for
this. No amount of water should be left in the mechanical components.
● You should not run your cold tub outside in cold climates or during cold weather
temperatures. The chiller needs to be cleared of water and the wire exhaust and
chiller should be covered with a plastic tarp or a patio furniture cover.
● Frozen water can damage pipes and fittings. Freezing water will damage the chiller.
Freeze damage is NOT COVERED BY THE WARRANTY. ● It is best to unscrew any
hand-tightened unions and remove the heater system. Store it inside if possible.
● The tub liner will not be damaged by a small amount of water left in the bottom.
Install cover and lock down. Cover with a tarp or a patio furniture cover to keep
weather out of the tub. Don’t forget to empty the filter canister of residual water.

Troubleshooting Guide
This tub has several important components: the filter, the pump, the chiller, and
the ozone generator. Call for service details. We will walk you through any necessary
diagnosis and repairs. All components are designed to be user-replaced. Read below if
you are experiencing any of the following issues:
Issue

Troubleshooting Step(s)

My tub
does not
chill

First, confirm the chiller is on and set to a desired temp. Unplug your
tub and change the filter. Bleed the system and follow the start up
procedure. Often dirt, minerals, and/or hair can clog the filter. With
insufficient flow, the chiller will not cool the water due to low flow.
Water flow allows the chiller to chill the water. If a problem persists,
take the filter out and see if your tub chills without a filter. Replace the
filter.

My tub
does not
do

Check power supply by plugging in a small radio or other item to the
GFCI-protected outlet. Check both the main breaker and GFCI reset
button. Check to see if the circulation pump is vibrating, meaning it is
running. If it is running and no water is coming out of the circulation
outlet, you have lost your prime (re-prime or re-bleed according to the
above instructions.)

anything

My GFCI
trips

Check to see if any components (e.g. pump, chiller) are wet. If water
has splashed on the parts, wipe them out. If the water came from a
leak, and you cannot easily fix it, call us for more information. If you
have had a power outage, unplug your tub before resetting your
circuit breaker panel. Turn the red chiller switch to off position
before plugging in.

Water drips
at the

Check and tighten all the fittings. Hand tighten only. If this doesn’t help,
call us for assistance.

equipment
There are
calcium
deposits
on tub

This can happen with hard water. The pH and total alkalinity are not in
balance. Clean with a non-abrasive hot tub surface cleaner, test and
balance the water. Use a stain and scale control chemical like Leisure
Time Defender available at Breathe Degrees.

My tub has
cloudy
water

My tub has
excessive
foam

My tub
water has a
strange
odor

The pH and alkalinity are not in balance, the filter may be clogged or
dirty, the chemicals may be incompatible. You may not have used
enough chlorine or too much, or there may be foreign matter in the tub
water. Add chlorine to level 10 plus a water clarifier called Rene
(available to ship), and stay out of the tub until your water is clear.
After the water is clear, you must clean your filter. Test and adjust all
chemicals according to our directions on the Water Chemistry written
directions.
Some form of soap has gotten into your tub - usually from clothing worn
in the tub, as soap is often left behind after going through the washing
machine. Rinse laundry soap from your swimsuit before using it in the
tub. Foam can also come from your body lotion, conditioner, or
deodorant. Use a chlorine shock then balance the chemicals as shown
in our Water Chemistry guidelines. An anti-foam chemical can be used,
or you can drain your tub and start over. Renew will shock soap out of
the water. Prevention is best so use the same suit or better yet, go
without one!
Drain your tub if one dose of chlorine shock does not eliminate the
problem. Stay out of the tub when it is cloudy or smells bad. Check pH
and alkalinity levels, adjusting as needed. Shocking with chlorine does
not work when the pH and alkalinity are not in balance. Keep the
underside of your tub clean with soap and water (rinse well after
cleaning). The bottom and sides of the tub should never be slippery stay out if it is!

There is a
water line
present

Ozone sanitizes the water, but it also forces water to release and let go
of the minerals and metals. Clean your filter once a week for three
weeks, then once per month for normal use. This action of the ozone
can also lead to a ring around the tub or water line deposits. THIS IS
NORMAL FOR THE FIRST 2 TO 3 WEEKS AFTER FILLING THE
TUB. Just wipe it away with a soft cloth or non-abrasive sponge, until it
stops forming. Water line problems at other times indicate other
chemicals are out of balance. Fix chemical balance with a chlorine
shock, or simply drain the tub, clean and refill. Refer to the Water
Chemistry guidelines.

There are
signs of

This is a sign that the water is and has been out of balance. Water that
has low pH or high alkalinity means your water is no longer balanced
and neutral. This is bad for your health and the health of your tub.
Check water chemistry often to maintain alkalinity and pH according to
the Water Chemistry Guidelines. Water doesn’t have to be cloudy or
smelly to be out of balance.

corrosion
in the
mechanical
area.

There is a
strong odor
from
the
ozone
generator.

Run the ventilation fan or install one if necessary to increase air
flow and dissipate chemical smells from ozone and chlorine use.

I’m leaving
for
an
extended
period
of
time

Drain all water from the tub, the plumbing lines, chiller and pump to
prevent stagnant water from corroding working parts. Blow water out
of lines with a shop vac or air compressor. Water left in lines
outdoors during cold temps are at risk for freezing and breaking. This
will not be covered by the warranty.

I
added
ice to my
Reiyoku
Cold
Plunge
and now
the chiller
has
a
flashing
error code

Do not add ice to the chiller as this will mimic the freezing cold
temperatures that the Cold Plunge cannot be operated under.
Bringing the temperature down to below 40 degrees and closer to
freezing will cause irreparable damage to the chiller. If you have
added ice to the water and are getting an error message, the chiller
will no longer work and will need to be replaced. This is not covered
by the warranty.

Warranty Coverage
The one year warranty is only included for soaking tubs that are used in a home
setting or residential use. The warranty includes replacement of parts that are shown to
have defects in workmanship. Warranty does not cover damage as a result of poor water
chemistry, neglected filter care and replacement (including air locks or air bubbles left
untreated), freezing conditions, freezing conditions caused by adding ice, power outages,
and lack of attention to low water flow.
Diagnosis of maintenance issues are done over the phone with one of our Breathe
Degrees technicians. If repair is necessary within the one year warranty, the part plus
shipping is covered by Breathe Degrees.
Replacement of the part can generally be performed by the customer themselves. If a
customer is unable to perform the repair or replacement themselves, Breathe Degrees will
pay an approved general service person (electricians, plumbers and spa repair techs are
not generally necessary) at the rate of $50 per hour to perform the repair with the help of
one of our technicians over the phone. The number of hours we will reimburse for labor
performed will be reasonable and at the discretion of Breathe Degrees Unlimited, LLC
usually 1-2 hours at the most.

If a maintenance issue occurs after the warranty period, we will continue to offer support
by helping to diagnose and assist with the repair over the phone at no charge. Cost of
the parts & shipping will be the responsibility of the product owner.
Performance:
Please register your cold plunge upon arrival at your home using our shipping
acknowledgement form that was emailed to you. Warranty is not transferable to another
owner. You may be charged reasonable repairman mileage to your site if you are in a
remote area. In the event the soaking tub must be removed to be repaired off site, you
may be charged for the removal and re-delivery of the repaired soaking tub. The
Manufacturer reserves the right, at its sole option, to either repair or replace any covered
part or soaking tub, and in the event it chooses to provide a replacement tub, it will be of
equal value to the original tub. In such an event, reasonable costs for removal of the
original tub, shipping costs from the factory for the replacement tub and delivery and
installation of the replacement will be your responsibility as the owner. The replacement
tub will carry the balance of the original tub’s warranty. Tub covers are not included.
Warranty Limitations:
This Limited Warranty is void if: The Manufacturer or its designated representative
determines that the tub has been subjected to alteration, neglect, misuse or abuse, or
freight damage caused by the common carrier; any repairs have been attempted by
anyone other than an approved person; or if the failure is caused by accident, acts of

God or other causes beyond the control of the Manufacturer. Neglect, misuse and abuse
include any installation, operation or maintenance of the tub other than in accordance
with the instructions contained in the owner’s manual provided with the tub, including but
not limited to the failure to maintain proper water chemistry and chemical balance and
the use of salts, oils, ice, abrasive, improper cleaners or non-genuine parts and
accessories.
Limited Warranty:
This Limited Warranty does not provide coverage for the insulating cover, any item
attached to or installed on the tub after the date of manufacture, or for gaining
access to any component for repair or replacement. Tub units used in commercial
applications are excluded from any coverage whatsoever. The tub owner accepts
liability for repair work performed by anyone other than a service provider chosen
by the Manufacturer.
All warranty service must be performed by an approved Manufacturers service provider
or its designated representative using authorized Breathe Degrees parts. No agent,
dealer, distributor, service company or other party is authorized to change, modify or
extend the terms of this limited warranty in any manner whatsoever.

Disclaimers - The Manufacturer and its representatives will not be responsible for
incidental or consequential damages: and shall not be liable for any injury, loss, cost or
other damage, whether incidental or consequential, arising out of any defect covered by
this limited warranty, including without limitation, loss of use of the tub and cost for removal
of defective product even if the Manufacturer was advised of the possibility of damage,
and water damage. The liability of the Manufacturer under this limited warranty, if any, shall
not exceed the original amount paid for the defective product. Coverage under this limited
warranty shall commence as of the original date of purchase and the duration of such
coverage shall not extend for any reason whatsoever beyond the stated time periods.
These disclaimers shall be equally applicable to any service provided by the Manufacturer
and its designated representatives.
The foregoing warranty is exclusive and in lieu of any and all other express or implied
warranties, guarantees, conditions and terms of whatever nature relating to the products
provided hereunder, including without limitation any implied warranties of merchantability
and fitness for a particular purpose, which are hereby expressly disclaimed and excluded.
Except as otherwise provided by law, purchaser’s exclusive remedy and Breathe Degrees
Unlimited, LLC’s aggregate liability for breach of any of the foregoing warranties are limited
to replacing parts and accessories for the product and shall in all cases be limited to the
amount paid by the purchaser hereunder. In no event is Breathe Degrees Unlimited, LLC
liable for any other form of damages, whether direct, indirect, liquidated, incidental,
consequential, punitive exemplary or special damages, including but not limited to loss of
profit, loss of anticipated savings or revenue, loss of income, loss of business, loss of
production, loss of opportunity or loss of reputation.

Disclaimers & Warranties
Please read carefully for important information about your tub!
Commercial Use Disclaimer: The Reiyoku® Cold Plunge tubs were designed as a
personal cold tub for single family use. If it is used commercially, Breathe Degrees is not
liable for damages or injuries resulting from improper water chemistry, unsanitary
conditions, or maintenance issues caused by this type of use. No warranty is issued on
parts or products used commercially. Breathe Degrees tech consultants will be available
to troubleshoot and send replacement parts plus shipping to be paid by the customer.
Breathe Degrees is not responsible for any personal injury that occurs at a commercial
site and all users should have their doctor’s approval. The commercial site is liable for all
customer use. Customers cannot hold Breathe Degrees responsible for how the tub is
used at the specified commercial site.
Product Disclaimer: Warranty covers defects in workmanship and quality issues.
Warranty does not cover misuse, abuse, neglect or use outside the intended purpose. Any
modification to the product pump, heater, filter or exterior cabinet will void the warranty.
Failure to maintain water chemistry properly will void the warranty. Failure to place the tub
on the appropriate level surfaces will void the warranty. Using this tub for commercial
purposes will void the warranty. Failure to comply with all instructions and warnings will
void the warranty.
Water Chemistry Disclaimer: Our water chemistry plan is a guideline only. All municipal
water supplies are treated and delivered in many different ways. Frequency of use,
number of users, and how often you clean and change your filter can affect the water
chemistry. Soaps, lotions, and deodorant on bodies and clothing can affect the water
chemistry.
Medical Disclaimer: Consult with your doctor before using this or any cold tub for
answers to personal medical questions. Soaking in a cold tub should be a therapeutic
experience, but it can also be hazardous. Cold plunge can be extremely beneficial for
your health, however, always consult with your doctor prior to doing so”.
Special Caution to be shown for:
● People with heart disease, diabetes, high or low blood pressure
● Any person with serious illness
● Pregnant women
● People with skin, ear, genital or other body infections, open sores or
wounds
● Very young children
● Everyone should consult with their doctor before using this product
Register your warranty information with us via email.
Product Warranty - There is a one year warranty on all parts, including the tub liner and
cabinet. Cover warranty is provided by the manufacturer: Babmar. Please contact us
for details.

Important Safety Warnings A. To reduce the risk of injury or death, do NOT ever permit children to use this tub unless
supervised by a responsible adult! Always supervise young children and keep the cover
locked when the tub is not in use. It is the owner’s responsibility to have the locks installed
and in working order to prevent children, animals and unwanted guests from entering the
tub without permission.
B. Do not install this tub within 10 feet of electrical equipment, like a fuse or breaker box,
electric power supply coming into a building, or any NON-GFCI PROTECTED OUTLETS,
or any other electrical equipment or appliances.
C. Install tub at least 5 feet away from all metal. Any metal closer than 5 feet will need to
be bonded by an electrician.
D. All wiring for this tub must conform to the requirements of the national electric code,
local codes.
E. Never use a non NEC (National Electrical Code (NEC)) extension cord with this tub, as
it will cause voltage drop and void the warranty on your hot or cold tub. It is also a safety
hazard.
F. The outlet to the tub must be at least dedicated 15 amp 110 volt GFCI outlet.
G. When experiencing a power outage, unplug your tub before turning your breaker
back on.
H. Electric appliances should not be used within 5 feet (1.5 meters) of the hot tub. Never
allow any electric appliance such as a phone, TV, radio, or lamp to be set on or near the
tub.
I. Consult with us before ever replacing any suction covers, as the wrong size may
increase suction against the input pipe for the pumps, causing a person to become stuck
against the suction fitting. Modification to any part will void the warranty.
J. Never operate this tub with suction covers broken or missing. If the suction cover or
the pump must be replaced, make sure the water flow is compatible. Always replace
materials with materials of the same grade and the same water flow rating.
K.Installing and using ventilation fans are required to prevent mold and mildew and to pull
any chemical odors from the air when using indoors.
L. All outlets in the room or vicinity of the tub must be GFCI receptacles.
M. Your Breathe Degrees tub is a bath and should be used accordingly. Cold water
temperatures are used at your own risk. Use your thermostat to adjust the water
temperature of your Reiyoku Cold Plunge to your preference. Adding ice to the Reiyoku
can cause the chiller to freeze and break. Adding ice to the water and freezing the chiller
will void the warranty.
N. Always test the water temperature using a floating, non-digital thermometer before
entering the tub. Allowing the water to go below 40 degrees will cause the chiller to
break and will not be covered by the warranty.
O. Using water below 40 degrees (F) could be injurious to your health.
P. Women who are pregnant should follow their doctor’s orders regarding the use of the

tub.
Q. The use of alcohol, drugs, or medication before entering the tub could lead to
unconsciousness and the possibility of drowning.
R. Persons suffering from obesity, or that have a medical history of heart disease,
stroke, high or low blood pressure, circulatory problems, diabetes, infectious diseases,
or immune deficiency syndromes should consult a physician before using this tub. If
you have trouble breathing while using the tub, discontinue use and consult a
physician immediately.
S. The use of a cold plunge tub directly after strenuous exercise may be injurious to
your health.
T. Persons using medications should consult a physician before using this tub, as some
medications do not interact well with the use of hot water.

Congratulations
We think you are so cool for trusting in us and choosing our Cold plunge to get your chill on. We
are even more excited for you to show off our Reiyoku Cold Tub as a beautiful piece of
craftsmanship. Congratulations on your ownership of a one off unique piece of art!
Please send us a photo enjoying your tub for the first time and feel free to tag us on Instagram
whenever you get your chill on.
Reach out with any comments or feedback and we would love to get back to you about any
questions you may have about your Tub.

Breathwork
We ultimately built these tubs as part of our ambitions to facilitate some of the profound
scientifically proven benefits that are coupled with breathwork and cold exposure……. We would
love to be able to connect with you and give you guidance on Breathing through the cold and
discuss the health Benefits.

Breathe Degrees Contact Information
Phone: 4085807135
Email: admin@breathedegrees.com

